This paper compares key financial measures of the Metropolitan School Study Council (MSSC) with those of the Associated Public School Systems (APSS) to obtain data relative to school system quality. The objectives of the discussion are (1) to describe the 11 year trend from 1955-56 to 1965-66 for each group on measures of net current expenditure per pupil, average teacher salary, numerical staffing adequacy, equalized property valuation, state aid, and tax rates on equalized property valuation; (2) to indicate how the two groups differ on these measures; and (3) to examine the possibility of using the data on these organizations as references for school system quality analysis. To compare the financial measures, APSS means are plotted against MSSC percentiles. The MSSC schools outrank the APSS schools in all measures, and in most cases the MSSC schools are 10 years ahead of the APSS schools. The relationships between the mean scores have been constant over the period, giving rise to the possibility of formulating two specific sets of factors which could be employed for school system quality control. (HW)
Two Reference Systems for School Quality Analysis

Charles E. Dzakowski

Since their inception in the 1940's the Metropolitan School Study Council and the Associated Public School Systems have periodically surveyed certain of the key financial measures of their member school systems in order to obtain data relative to school system quality. Several benefits, involving analytical, comparative and predictive components, accrue to the contributing schools (each of which receives reports of its score and position on each measure). The school system also benefits from a knowledge of historical trends which, established after years of data-gathering, show the relative improvement, stability or decline of the school system on the factors studied.

Another advantage is now possible. Comparisons between the two organizations over an eleven year period show relationships between them which clearly point toward the development of two reference systems. The membership of the MSSC, a voluntary association of some 70 school systems in New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, includes school districts which, on the whole, are extremely well favored in factors of finance, public expectancy and staff compared to the schools of the country at large. The APSS, a similar organization of some 225 school systems in 42 states, represents a sampling of schools that are somewhat above the national average in terms of these characteristics. Each organization has now supplied sufficient data to permit an accurate determination of the trends in each, as well as to define the precise nature of the relationship between them.

The objectives of this discussion, then, are to: (1) describe the eleven year trend from 1955-56 to 1965-66 for each group of school districts on the measures of net current expenditure per pupil (NCE), average teachers' salary, numerical staffing adequacy (NSA), equalized property valuation, state aid and tax rates on equalized property valuation; (2) indicate how the two groups of school districts differ on these measures; and (3) examine the possibility of using the data on these organizations as reference systems for school system quality analysis.

Three precautions are urged in the interpretation:

---

1 For definitions of these terms, see Financing Council Schools, 1965-66 or Financing APSS Schools, 1960, New York, Institute of Administrative Research, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1966; also see IAR Research Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 2, January, 1961.
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ELEVEN YEARS OF NET CURRENT EXPENDITURE PER W.E.P.U.

APSS Means Plotted Against MSSC Percentiles
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of the following figures. First, although the figures are suitable indicators of trends, knowledge of the specific information about the unique aspects of a particular state or school is required to fully appreciate the import of the results. For example, within the Council itself 1965-66 state aid to local schools averaged $72 for New Jersey schools as compared to $310 for those in New York State. This difference is a prime indication of the financial variation caused solely by factors of state influence.

Second, the APSS is a voluntary organization and not, therefore, a stratified sample of the nation's schools. APSS schools do have in common a superintendent who is aware of the advantages of membership in a national research organization of schools. Similarly, the MSSC may not accurately represent all the schools in the metropolitan New York area, since only those possessing certain characteristics are eligible for membership.

Third, membership within each organization and participation in each study fluctuate slightly from year to year. Thus, small variations occur. Large fluctuations occurring at the extremes (highs and lows) of the ranges are not unusual. The average trends, however, as represented by the means, are relatively reliable.

Comparative Analysis of Two Groups of School Systems

The nature of this report may be summarized by an analysis of figures 1 through 4; each consists of a percentile scale for the interval from 1955-56 to 1965-66 based on data submitted by member schools of the MSSC. For each year the high, 75th percentile, 50th percentile, 25th percentile and low MSSC scores are specified on the vertical bars.

Mean APSS scores for each year for which data are available appear at the bottom of each figure. A point on the chart's bars locates the position of the APSS mean; a connecting line joins the means, thus providing a graphic view of the APSS trend. A horizontal line shows that the APSS mean has maintained its position relative to the Council's forming population; a decreasing line indicates a failure to keep pace; an ascending line demonstrates greater relative performance.

Factor 1—Net Current Expenditure. Of most importance according to previous studies of school system quality, net current expenditure per pupil is the amount currently being spent for instructional purposes other than debt service, capital outlay, tuition, transportation and reimburzed expenditures. Figure 1 shows that the mean MSSC net current expenditure has risen 85 per cent from $423 per pupil in 1956 to $783 per pupil in 1966. During the same period the mean APSS net current expenditure has risen, at a comparable rate, 83 per cent—from $254 per pupil to $464 per pupil.

Two important facts emerge from an analysis of Figure 1. First, both organizations are increasing their per pupil cost for education at a rate exceeding 6 per cent per year. Second, the relationship between the two organizations has remained virtually constant over the eleven year period. The ratio of the means of the two groups of schools is about the same, with MSSC about 65 per cent above APSS. The APSS mean NCE for each
FIGURE 2
ELEVEN YEARS OF AVERAGE TEACHERS' SALARIES
APSS Means Plotted Against MSSC Percentiles
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>$7,150-</td>
<td>$7,480-</td>
<td>$7,911-</td>
<td>$8,264-</td>
<td>$8,550-</td>
<td>$9,050-</td>
<td>$9,425-</td>
<td>$10,267-</td>
<td>$10,650-</td>
<td>$11,035-</td>
<td>$11,244-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75th Percentile</td>
<td>5,738-</td>
<td>5,129-</td>
<td>6,376-</td>
<td>6,643-</td>
<td>6,950-</td>
<td>7,200-</td>
<td>7,400-</td>
<td>7,640-</td>
<td>7,854-</td>
<td>8,067-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50th Percentile</td>
<td>4,867-</td>
<td>5,100-</td>
<td>5,567-</td>
<td>5,900-</td>
<td>6,125-</td>
<td>6,317-</td>
<td>6,583-</td>
<td>6,750-</td>
<td>7,000-</td>
<td>7,250-</td>
<td>7,400-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>4,183-</td>
<td>4,050-</td>
<td>4,065-</td>
<td>4,424-</td>
<td>5,402-</td>
<td>5,378-</td>
<td>5,300-</td>
<td>6,000-</td>
<td>5,750-</td>
<td>5,951-</td>
<td>6,436-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APSS Mean</td>
<td>3,990-</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>4,617-</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>5,047-</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>5,637-</td>
<td>5,905-</td>
<td>6,239-</td>
<td>6,436-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

year can be located near the lowest NCE for a Council school. This location signifies that half the APSS schools spend as much per pupil for education as do several schools within the Council, and half spend less than any Council school system.

One may also discern a time lag between the two organizations. The mean NCE figures for the APSS in 1963 and 1964 are comparable to those of the MSSC in 1956 and 1957. Thus the Council appears to be about 7 years ahead of its sister organization in expenditure per pupil. However, because of the effects of continuing inflation in the economy, the APSS NCE of $447 in 1965 and $464 in 1966 more accurately reflect the buying power of the Council's expenditure levels for the years 1955 and 1956. Consequently, ten years is probably a more accurate estimate of the time lag between the MSSC and APSS with respect to net current expenditure per pupil calculated in constant dollars.

Factor 2—Average Teachers' Salaries. Schools must compete with other professions for trained personnel, and teachers' salary levels indicate the financial drawing power of the schools. Figure 2 shows that in the eleven year period MSSC schools have increased their average teachers' salary 54 per cent from $5250 to $8067 yearly. In the APSS, average annual teachers' salaries have risen 62 per cent from $3990 to $6436 over the same eleven year period.

A comparison of the APSS mean placement on the MSSC norming charts demonstrates the similarity of positioning between this economic factor of salary and the economic factor of expenditure. The APSS mean salary level again appears consistently at the lower extremity of the Council's salary range. Applying the time lag concept, there is a seven year financial differential (compare: APSS salary of $6239 in 1965 with MSSC salary of $6129 in 1958; APSS salary of $6436 in 1966 with MSSC salary of $6379 in 1959). And, when the corrections for inflation have been made, APSS lags ten years behind MSSC.

Factor 3—Numerical Staffing Adequacy. One of the major determinants of school system quality, and one not directly affected by local or inflationary economic conditions, is the number of professionals employed by the school system. Figure 3 shows that over the past eleven years, MSSC schools have added to their staffs 8.2 professionals per thousand pupils. This 15 per cent increase (from 54.9 professionals per thousand pupils to 63.1) is comparable to the 15 per cent increase (from 43.5 to 49.9) for APSS schools.

Again, the comparison between the APSS and the MSSC data shows the same relationship. The APSS, in any given year, places near the low end of the MSSC scales. Applying the time lag concept to these figures, the trend shows the time differential in numerical staffing adequacy to exceed 20 years—twice as long as the financial lag.

Factor 4—State Aid. Second only to local monies derived from a property tax base, state aid is a major source of financial support for schools. A perusal of Figure 4 will show that over the nine-year period from...
1957-58 to 1965-66, state aid per pupil in MSSC schools has been increased by 82 per cent (from $122 to $222) while in APSS schools it has been increased by 35 per cent (from $133—above the Council average in 1956-57—to $179—lower than the Council average in 1965-66). Thus it appears that the superior state fiscal program in New York is in part responsible for the better fiscal performance of school districts in the Council.

Other Factors—Equalized Property Value and Tax Rates. One possible explanation for the time lag differentials of the previous factors is that the Council schools may have more property wealth behind each pupil and therefore can afford to spend more on education. In part, this contention is substantiated by information (not shown here) in the data bank of the Institute of Administrative Research. Recently, the equalized property valuation relationship between the APSS and MSSC schools has remained fairly constant—but this time, the APSS values have not been as low as in the other measures. The APSS mean has appeared consistently at the Council's 25th percentile. One can see here the well-known difficulty of obtaining a reliable interstate measure of property tax valuation. The equalized valuation figures are based on estimates gathered from assessed valuation. Assessment practices vary widely throughout each state and among states. Until precise, commensurate, systematic assessment procedures are adopted, all attempts at accurate measures of property values will be subject to these vagaries.

Despite the relative unreliability of "true" property value estimates, tax rates based on these estimates show a consistent relationship over the years between MSSC and APSS. In data bank figures (not shown here) APSS remains at about the 20th MSSC percentile.

Tape Stored Control Data on Individual School Systems

From this brief analysis, it should be clear that the relationships (of the sets of factors shown here) between these two voluntary associations of public schools have not altered substantially over the past decade. Indeed, the relationships between the mean scores on net current expenditure, average teachers' salaries, numerical staffing adequacy, state aid, equalized property value and tax rates have maintained remarkable constancy, giving rise to the possibility of formulating two specific sets of factors, each representative of one organization, which could be employed for school system quality control.

At least concerning the input factors analyzed here, there is evidence that the MSSC represents schools with superior financial inputs; there is also evidence that on these same input factors APSS is superior to the set of all the school systems in the country. Thus the MSSC and APSS can serve to establish two reference systems: one for those schools whose financial inputs are among
FIGURE 4
ELEVEN YEARS OF STATE AID PER W.E.P.U.
APSS Means Plotted Against MSSC Percentiles
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>$235\ldots$</td>
<td>$298\ldots$</td>
<td>$340\ldots$</td>
<td>$311\ldots$</td>
<td>$295\ldots$</td>
<td>$311\ldots$</td>
<td>$374\ldots$</td>
<td>$673\ldots$</td>
<td>$487\ldots$</td>
<td>$506\ldots$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75th Percentile</td>
<td>131\ldots</td>
<td>153\ldots</td>
<td>154\ldots</td>
<td>183\ldots</td>
<td>180\ldots</td>
<td>190\ldots</td>
<td>215\ldots</td>
<td>240\ldots</td>
<td>260\ldots</td>
<td>265\ldots</td>
<td>312\ldots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50th Percentile</td>
<td>101\ldots</td>
<td>121\ldots</td>
<td>122\ldots</td>
<td>138\ldots</td>
<td>142\ldots</td>
<td>159\ldots</td>
<td>163\ldots</td>
<td>183\ldots</td>
<td>195\ldots</td>
<td>190\ldots</td>
<td>222\ldots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th Percentile</td>
<td>58\ldots</td>
<td>57\ldots</td>
<td>61\ldots</td>
<td>78\ldots</td>
<td>78\ldots</td>
<td>59\ldots</td>
<td>61\ldots</td>
<td>63\ldots</td>
<td>75\ldots</td>
<td>76\ldots</td>
<td>74\ldots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>31\ldots</td>
<td>9\ldots</td>
<td>17\ldots</td>
<td>18\ldots</td>
<td>23\ldots</td>
<td>26\ldots</td>
<td>38\ldots</td>
<td>40\ldots</td>
<td>51\ldots</td>
<td>51\ldots</td>
<td>57\ldots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APSS Mean</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>133\ldots</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>135\ldots</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>168\ldots</td>
<td>170\ldots</td>
<td>177\ldots</td>
<td>179\ldots</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the highest in the nation; another for those schools that are more nearly comparable to a selected national nor-
ing set of schools.

The purpose of any such sets of quantifiable mea-
sures is to yield an accurate and comprehensive model to facilitate school system decision-making. Supplemen-
ting the subjective descriptions which are available and providing a quantitative analysis of quality, studies now in progress within both the MSSC and APSS will pro-
vide each member district with the many advantages de-
erved from developing and engaging in its own quality analysis. The insight and cooperation of member school systems of both organizations have provided for decades the vehicles through which the information required to

establish the specific and salient elements of the two re-
ference systems could be obtained.

By using tape and disc storage facilities of large mod-
ern computers, rapid and periodic acquisition, analysis and reporting of quality and quality-related factors can be provided, for the first time, on individual school sys-
tems. Accurate, up-to-date indicators of performance on financial, staff and organizational input factors, as influenced by local socio-economic conditions, public attitude and state programs of finance and control related to demonstrable measures of school quality will, it is conceivable, supply school administration with the kind of rapid quality control checks heretofore available almost exclusively to business and industry.
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